Fire Up For Fall!

Become a pawTree petPro in September and earn an income while making a difference in the lives of pets and their people!

New petPro Enrollment Incentive

Enroll in September and...
Get 5,000 pawTrip points towards earning your trip to Puerto Vallarta PLUS...
Earn up to 100% Cash Back Rewards on your enrollment kit.

- 5,000 pawTrip points just for enrolling!
- Cash Back Reward #1 - The new petPro earns a cash back reward = to 50% of the retail cost of enrollment kit purchased when PV is $150+ by the end of September (enrollment month)
- Cash Back Reward #2 - The new petPro earns a cash back reward = to 50% of the retail cost of enrollment kit purchased when PV is $500+ between 9/1/17 and 10/31/17
New petPro Enrollment Incentive
DETAILS

Qualification dates:

- To receive the 5,000 pawTrip points, the new petPro must enroll between 12:01am CT on 9/1/17 and 11:59pm CT 9/30/17
- To earn 50% cash back for $150+ in PV in enrollment month, the new petPro must have a minimum of $150 total pv by 11:59pm CT on 9/30/17
- To earn 50% cash back for $500+ in PV, the new petPro must have a minimum of $500 total PV between 12:01am CT 9/1/17 and 11:59pm CT 10/31/17

Cash Back payment amounts, dates & process:

- Cash Back reward values are based on retail price paid for enrollment kit. Shipping charges and sales tax are not included in the cash back calculations.
- 50% cash back for reaching the goal of $150+ in PV in enrollment month will be paid no later than 10/15/17
- 50% cash back for reaching the goal of $500+ in PV, between 12:01am CT 9/1/17 and 11:59pm CT 10/31/17 will be paid no later than the 15th of the month after qualification is achieved:
  - Reach $500+ total PV by 11:59pm CT on 9/30/17 and the cash back reward will be deposited no later than 10/15/17
  - Reach $500+ total PV by 11:59pm CT on 10/31/17 and the cash back reward will be deposited no later than 11/15/17
- All cash back payments will be deposited into the qualifying petPro’s eWallet account
- petPros earning a cashback reward will be notified of eWallet deposits via email at which time they can login to their eWallet and request to move the money to their registered bank. (These deposits will not automatically be moved into your bank in the same way that commission deposits do.)

Policy Notification:

As noted in policy 22 of the Policies and Procedures, bonus buying is not permitted. Per policy 27, pawTree reserves the right to take back bonuses paid or incentive rewards earned on cancelled orders, including but not limited to rewards earned on EZ Ship orders cancelled before their 3rd shipment cycle. Also, please note policy 23 regarding qualified new petPro enrollments. pawTree reserves the right to take back income and/or incentive rewards on cancelled petPro enrollments.